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Modern recommender systems are trained to predict users potential future interactions from users historical behavior data.
During the interaction process, despite the data coming from the user side recommender systems also generate exposure
data to provide users with personalized recommendation slates. Compared with the sparse user behavior data, the system
exposure data is much larger in volume since only very few exposed items would be clicked by the user. Besides, the users
historical behavior data is privacy sensitive and is commonly protected with careful access authorization. However, the large
volume of recommender exposure data which is generated by the service provider itself usually receives less attention and
could be accessed within a relatively larger scope of various information seekers or even potential adversaries.
In this paper, we investigate the problem of user behavior leakage in the ield of recommender systems. We show that the
privacy sensitive user past behavior data can be inferred through the modeling of system exposure. In other words, one can
infer which items the user have clicked just from the observation of current system exposure for this user. Given the fact that
system exposure data could be widely accessed from a relatively larger scope, we believe that the user past behavior privacy
has a high risk of leakage in recommender systems. More precisely, we conduct an attack model whose input is the current
recommended item slate (i.e., system exposure) for the user while the output is the user’s historical behavior. Speciically, we
exploit an encoder-decoder structure to construct the attack model and apply diferent encoding and decoding strategies
to verify the attack performance. Experimental results on two real-world datasets indicate a great danger of user behavior
leakage. To address the risk, we propose a two-stage privacy-protection mechanism which irstly selects a subset of items from
the exposure slate and then replaces the selected items with uniform or popularity-based exposure. Experimental evaluation
reveals a trade-of efect between the recommendation accuracy and the privacy disclosure risk, which is an interesting and
important topic for privacy concerns in recommender systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems have been widely applied in various online web services, e.g., online shopping [23],
video or music platforms [63], news recommendation [42], etc., to provide users with the most interesting
items. Generally speaking, a recommender system targets on predicting the user’s future behavior based on the
user’s historical interactions. Then the recommendation list is generated by selecting the most relevant items
according to the predicted user behavior. The user historical behavior data is the keystone to conduct efective
recommendation. Meanwhile, it is also highly privacy sensitive since various user proile information such as
gender, age, and even political orientation could be inferred from the user behavior data [62]. As a result, the
user behavior data is protected with strict department-speciic access authorization or regulations such as the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [39].
During the interaction process between users and recommenders, despite the data coming from the user
feedback, the system also generates personalized slates of items which are pushed to the user as the recommendation service. Such a kind of system behavior data is also known as recommender system exposure. Fig.
1 gives illustrative examples of the exposure data. Compared with the sparse user behavior data, the system
exposure data is much larger in volume since only very few exposed items would be clicked by the user. Besides,
although service provides could adopt diferent strategies to infuse items or advertisements into the exposed list,
the system exposure data still relects users historical behavior patterns in a large degree. However, the large
volume of system exposure receives much less attention compared with user behavior data, and could usually be
accessed in a relatively larger scope which contains various information seekers or even adversaries [49]. For
example, diferent departments may share the system behavior logs to perform cross-domain collaboration. [25]
shows that there exists security concerns regarding the protection of recommender exposure data.
In this paper, we investigate the problem of user behavior leakage in the ield of recommender systems. We
aim to answer the following questions:
(1) Is there a risk that the user historical behavior privacy can be inferred from the system behavior (i.e.,
recommender exposure) data?
(2) If there is the risk, how to conduct the attack model?
(3) How to design a protection mechanism to downgrade the user behavior leakage risk?
There are plenty of previous works focusing on the privacy concern in recommender systems. For example,
[14, 30] use cryptography to mask the user proile and behavior data. [14, 30] introduce diferential privacy
[13, 47, 66] to prevent user proile leakage. [34, 42, 53, 56, 61, 65] utilize federated learning to perform local
computing on edge devices. [2, 9] utilize adversarial learning to promote recommendation models security. [64]
investigates the membership inference attack against recommender systems. However, such existing works only
focus on the protection of user data. While in this paper, we target on a new privacy preserving scenario, which
is how the system behavior data exposes user privacy. Such a scenario poses a new attack and protection view
from the recommender perspective.
More precisely, we propose a framework containing a black-box attack model [48] to infer user past behavior
privacy from system exposure; and a protection mechanism to downgrade the privacy leakage risk. Here the
black-box model means that we don’t need to know or explicitly model the recommendation algorithm. For the
attack model, we adopt an encoder-decoder architecture. The input of the attack model is the exposed items
from the system over a period. Note that the input data just comes from the recommender perspective which
means that we don’t need to know which items in the exposed list are interacted by the user. Then the encoder
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Fig. 1. Two illustrative examples of recommender exposure data. (a) shows that the user interacts with two items in the
exposed item slate while (b) shows that there is no observed interactions between the exposed items and the user.

is utilized to map the input system behavior data to a latent representation. Here we utilize three diferent
encoding strategies including mean pooling, max pooling and self-attention [52] based encoding1 . Based on the
latent representation of system behavior, we propose two decoding methods to infer the privacy of user past
behavior, namely point-wise decoding and sequence-wise decoding. Point-wise decoding treats the inference as a
multi-label classiication task with each past interaction as a label. Sequence-wise decoding further considers the
sequential order of user past behavior. We utilized three diferent sequential models to conduct sequence-wise
decoding, including Gated Recurrent Units (GRU), Long-Short Term Memory Network (LSTM), and attentionbased transformer decoder. We conduct experiments on two real-world datasets and empirical results indicate a
great danger of user behavior leakage. In other words, potential adversaries can infer which items the user have
clicked before just from the observation of current system exposure for this user. To alleviate the leakage risk, we
propose a two-stage protection mechanism which irst selects a subset of items from the system exposure and
then replaces the selected items with uniform or popularity-based exposure. Experimental evaluation reveals a
trade-of efect between the recommendation accuracy and the privacy disclosure risk. We hope this work can
raise more community concern regarding the protection of system data other than just focusing on the protection
from the user perspective. To summarize, the main contributions of this work are:
• We point out a new privacy disclosure risk in recommender systems which is that the user historical behavior
privacy could be inferred from the system exposure.
• We propose an attack model to perform user privacy inference. Experimental results on two real-world datasets
indicate a great danger of privacy leakage.
• We propose a protection mechanism to alleviate the privacy risk. Empirical evaluation reveals a trade-of efect
between the recommendation accuracy and the privacy leakage risk.
1 In this paper, we utilize three simple encoding strategies to further demonstrate the risk of privacy leakage since the attack can be performed

without trivial design and complex computation. We leave more advanced encoding methods for the attack model as one of our future works.
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2 RELATED WORK
In this section, we provide a literature review of the research about recommendation, the research about exposure
data, and the privacy concern in recommender systems.

2.1

Recommendation

A recommender system is an information iltering system, targeting on predicting user future preference based on
historical user interactions with the system [64]. Collaborative iltering is one of the most successful recommendation methods, which is based on the similarity of users or items [32]. The key idea of collaborative iltering is
that the user preference of an item can be predicted from similar user preference over similar items [32]. Typical
collaborative iltering methods includes matrix factorization-based methods [27, 32, 38] or neighbourhood-based
methods [46]. Besides, content-based recommendation [40] which utilizes the metadata of users and items (e.g.,
descriptions of item attributes and user proiles) to generate recommendation is also applied widely.
Recently, deep learning-based recommendation methods have become a hot research topic. [20] proposed
neural collaborative iltering, which utilizes a multi-layer preceptron (MLP) to model high-order user-item
interaction signals. Plenty of research has been proposed in this research line, such as NFM [18], CDAE[58] and
Wide&Deep [7]. The key idea is to use deep learning to increase model expressiveness. Besides, graph neural
networks also demonstrated their capability in recommendation since the user-item interactions can be naturally
represented by interaction graphs. Plenty of graph recommendation models have emerged, such as HOP-Rec [60],
NGCF [54] and LightGCN [19]. There are also other recommendation methods such as casual inference-based
methods and reinforcement learning-based methods [6, 59, 67]. We don’t elaborate them all since this work
focuses on the attack and protection of user past behavior privacy, other than speciic recommendation models.
Another closely related sub-ield is sequential recommendation, which aims to predict the user’s next interesting
item from previous interacted items (in an interaction session). Early works for sequential recommendation are
based on Markov Chain [43] and factorization methods [22]. Recently, plenty of deep learning-based recommendation models also emerged, including recurrent neural network (RNN)-based methods [21], convolutional neural
network (CNN)-based methods [63], and the renowned attention-based methods [28, 50]. The main diference
between our attack task and sequential recommendation lies in the following folds:
• The input of our attack model is the current system exposure data while the input for sequential recommendation
is the previous user interactions.
• The output of our attack model is the past user behavior while the output of sequential recommendation is the
predicted user future behaviours.
• The system usually exposes a slate of items simultaneously which means that the input for our attack model
could have no strong sequential signals.

2.2

Recommender Exposure

Compared with the sparse user feedback data, the large volume of exposure data generated by the recommender
receives relatively less research attention. The exposed items are selected by the recommender and thus can be
regarded as a kind of system behavior data. Existing research regarding the exposure data mainly focuses on
negative sampling from exposed items or exposure debiasing [5].
To perform efective item ranking, negative training instances are necessary to provide comparison signals. To
this end, the recommender exposure data contains rich information about the negative preference of users since
only very few exposed items would be interacted by the user. [10] proposed to use the exposed but not interacted
items as negative examples. [12, 55] proposed reinforced negative samplers which can generate exposure-alike
negative instances instead of directly choosing from exposure data. Generally speaking, the exposed but not
interacted items can be seen as a kind of hard negative examples which can help to boost the ranking performance.
ACM Trans. Inf. Syst.
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However, [11, 33] veriied that both easy negative examples and hard negative examples are important for the
model training. Negative sampling based on only exposure data would also downgrade the model performance.
The mixture of exposed items and uniformly sampled items could be a good negative sampling strategy.
Besides, exposure bias also known as łprevious model biasž [35] since the exposure data generation is afected
by previous recommendation policies, is one of the biggest sources of bias in recommendation [35]. Exposure
bias happens since only parts of speciic items are exposed by the system so non-exposed and non-interacted
items do not always represent user negative preference. More speciically, an unobserved interaction could
only be attributed to the user unawareness of the item because the item is not exposed to the user. Therefore,
regarding non-interacted items as negative samples could lead to misunderstanding of user true preference and
sub-optimal performance. There are works focusing on alleviate the efect of exposure bias. [44] proposed to use
the missing-not-at-random assumption to perform debiasing. [26] proposed an exposure-based propensity matrix
factorization framework to counteract the exposure bias. [4] constructed a general debiasing framework and
proposed an automatic debiasing method for recommendation system based on meta learning. How to model the
exposure data distribution and conduct exposure debiasing has become an emerging hot topic.
To conclude, existing research regarding recommender exposure mainly focuses on negative sampling and
debiasing. However, this work focuses on a new perspective which is how the system exposure data leaks user
behavior privacy.

2.3

Privacy Security in Recommender Systems

Recent research shows that various user sensitive information such as age, gender, occupation, and even political
orientation can be inferred from user-item interactions [62]. As a result, plenty of laws and regulations regarding
the privacy protection has been established for online web services, especially for recommender systems [39].
Privacy security has obtained rapidly growing research interests in both academia and industry.
Existing privacy preserving recommendation methods can be categorized into cryptography-based methods,
diferential privacy-based methods, and federated learning-based methods. The cryptography methods attempt
to mask the user data, for example through fully homomorphic encryption [30]. [14] presented a privacy
recommendation algorithm in which the data on the server are encrypted and embedded to reduce the readability
of the data. Diferential privacy-based methods aim to introduce random perturbations as the noisy signal to the
user data [13, 47]. For example, [47] developed matrix factorization algorithms under local diferential privacy. [66]
proposed diferential private graph convolutional networks to protect users’ sensitive data against the attribute
inference attack and provide high-quality recommendation at the same time. [9] utilized gender obfuscation for
user proiles to protect user privacy. [2] conducted privacy-aware recommendation with adversarial training
which aims to both protect users against attribute inference attacks and preserve the quality of recommendation. In
recent years, federated learning-based methods have become a hot research topic with the prevalence of more and
more edge devices with computation capacity. The key idea of federated learning-based methods is the distributed
model training [61]. The original data is not transferred between the server and the device to avoid leakage.
The transferred communication message is based on model gradients [1, 61]. However, the model gradients can
also be utilized to infer the original data. As a result, [3, 34, 36] proposed to combine federated learning with
cryptography methods or diferential privacy. There is also research focusing on improving the eiciency of
federated learning-based recommender systems [29, 37]. Besides, federated learning has also been applied to
domain-speciic recommendation tasks, such as news recommendation [42], graph-based recommendation [56]
and sequential recommendation [15].
Furthermore, [64] conducted the research focusing on the membership inference attack against recommender
systems. Their attack targets on determining whether a user’s behavior data is used by the target recommender
and then they proposed a simple yet efective protection mechanism to address the privacy concern.
ACM Trans. Inf. Syst.
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Fig. 2. A recommender system (a) aims to predict the user’s future behavior from the historical user interactions. In this
paper, the atack scenario (b) focuses on inferring the privacy of user’s past behavior from the system behavior data.

To conclude, the above existing privacy preserving methods in recommender systems almost focus on the
protection of user behavior data. However, the system behavior data (i.e., the system exposure data) is less
explored for the privacy concern. Due to the fact that the interactions between users and recommenders naturally
form a closed loop, we argue that the system behavior data should also be investigated to protect the user privacy,
especially when there is data sharing between diferent recommender systems. To the best of our knowledge, our
work is the irst attempt which raises the privacy concern from the system perspective other than the commonly
investigated user perspective.

3 THE ATTACK MODEL
In this section, we irst present notations and the task formulation of the user behavior privacy attack in this work.
Then we describe the encoding and decoding detail of the attack model. The task of user behavior privacy attack
is to infer user historical behavior given system exposure data. In this paper, we exploit a simple encoder-decoder
architecture to further demonstrate the risk of privacy leakage since the attack can be performed without trivial
design and complex computation.

3.1

Notations and the Atack Task Formulation

Let U and I denote the user set and the item set, respectively. During the service of a recommender system,
the user � produces a series of user behaviors (e.g., view, clicks, or purchases) based on the items exposed by
the system. We use �� ={��1 , ��2 , ..., ��|�� | } denotes the set of user behavior sequences of user �, where ��� =(� 1 , � 2 ,
..., � � ) with � � ∈ I is a speciic user behavior sequence. This is regarded as the user privacy in this work. The
set of recommended item slates for user � is represented by �� ={��1 , ��2 , ..., ��|�� | }, where ��� =(� 1 , � 2 , ..., � � ) with
� � ∈ I denotes a speciic exposed item slate. This is the input data for the attack model of this work. As shown in
Fig. 2(b), the task of the attack model is to infer ��� from the observation of ��� , which can be formulated as the
estimation of
� (� 1, � 2, ..., � � |� 1, � 2, ..., � � ).
(1)
The common sequential recommendation task which aims to predict the next interesting item from previous
user interactions can be formulated as the estimation of � (�� +1 |� 1, � 2, ..., �� ) as shown in Fig. 2(a). We can see that
there are substantial diferences between our attack task and the sequential recommendation task. The input and
output of our attack task are from diferent information sources, which are systems and users, respectively. While
ACM Trans. Inf. Syst.
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Table 1. The glossary table.

Notations

Description

U, I

the user and item set

��

the user behavior sequence set of user �,
�� ={��1 , ��2 , ..., ��|�� | }

���

a speciic user behavior sequence of user �,
��� =(� 1 , � 2 , ..., � � ) with � � ∈ I

��

the set of exposed item slates for user �,
�� ={��1 , ��2 , ..., ��|�� | }

���

a speciic exposed item slate for user �,
��� =(� 1 , � 2 , ..., � � ) with � � ∈ I

�

the length of user behavior sequence

�

the size of exposed item slate

�

the item embedding size

for sequential recommendation, the input and output only focus on the user perspective. Besides, as the input of
our attack task, the system exposure data ��� just comes from the system side, which means that the attack model
doesn’t know which items in ��� were clicked by the user. Generally speaking, only very few of items in ��� could
be interacted by the user. Finally, the recommender usually exposes a slate of items simultaneously which means
that the items in ��� could have no strong sequential orders.
Table 1 summarizes the important notations used in this paper.

3.2

Privacy Atack

To perform the attack task, we exploit an encoder-decoder architecture. The encoder aims to convert the input of
current system exposure ��� into a latent representation. Then the decoder attempt to infer the past user behavior
privacy ��� from the encoded representation. Fig. 3 illustrates the overall architecture of the attack model.
3.2.1 Encoder. Due to the fact that the recommender system usually exposes a slate of items simultaneously,
so we don’t consider the sequential order of items in ��� . In this work, we utilize three simple encoding strategies
including mean pooling, max pooling and self-attention based encoding to further demonstrate the risk of privacy
leakage since the attack can be conducted without trivial design and complex computation. We leave more
advanced encoding methods for the attack model as one of our future works.
Mean pooling-based encoding. The pooling technique has been widely used in the ield of computer vision to
produce a summary statistic of the input and reduce the spatial dimension. Given the input system exposure
��� = (� 1, � 2, ...� � ), we irst embed each item � � into a dense representation e � ∈ R� where � denotes the embedding
size. This can be done through a simple embedding table lookup operation. Then we utilize mean pooling to
seize the mean efect of the recommender exposed item feature vectors as the slate-level representation:
c���� =

�
1 ︁
e � ∈ R� .
� �=1

(2)
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Encoder
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Recommender
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Sequence-wise
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Decoder
Label Smoothing

Multi-Label Classification

Point-wise

Fig. 3. The overall atack model structure. The encoder aims to map the input of system exposure ��� to a latent representation
c. Then the user privacy ��� could be inferred through point-wise decoding or sequence-wise decoding.

Max pooling-based encoding. While the mean pooling-based encoding attempts to encode the mean efect of
system behavior, the max pooling-based encoding forces the encoder to retain only the most useful exposed item
features. We select the highest neuron activation value across the whole embedding space:
���� (�) = max � � (�),
�=1,...,�

� = 1, ..., �,

(3)

where ���� (�) denotes the �-th element of the max pooling encoding representation c��� ∈ R� . � � (�) is the �-th
element of the item embedding e � .
Self-attention based encoding. While the mean pooling and max pooling are rather simple encoding methods,
we also attempt to exploit the successful transformer encoder [52] to learn the latent representation of the system
exposure data. The transformer encoder is based on the self-attention mechanism, which is highly eicient and
capable of uncovering semantic patterns of the input data. We illustrate the structure of the self-attention based
encoding in Fig. 4. As discussed before, the recommender often exposes a slate of items simultaneously, so we
don’t introduce the position embeddings in our attack encoder.
The self-attention based encoder contains multi-head attention and feed-forward network. The multi-head
attention adopts scaled dot-product attention at each head to learn the importance of input items. The dot-product
based attention is formulated as
QK�
���������(Q, K, V) = �� � ���� ( √ )V,
�
ACM Trans. Inf. Syst.
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Fig. 4. Self-atention based encoding.

where Q, K, V denote the queries, keys and values, respectively. The attention operation computes a weighted
sum of√values according to the weights calculated from the correlations between the query and the key. The scale
factor � is used to normalize the computed correlations to avoid overly large inner product. Self-attention uses
the same objects as queries, keys, and values. Then the multi-head attention on the input item embeddings is
formulated as:
���(E) = ������ {ℎ��� 1, ℎ��� 2, ..., ℎ���ℎ }W� , where

(5)

�

ℎ���� = ���������(W� E, W�� E, W�� E).

�

�

E = [e1, e2, ...e� ] ∈ R� ×� is the stacked embedding matrix of the exposed items. W� , W�� , W� , and W� are
trainable parameters. ℎ is the number of heads.
To avoid overitting and enable a more stable learning without vanishing or exploding gradient issues, we
also introduce dropout layers, residual connection, and layer normalization. The representation after multi-head
attention is formulated as
Ẽ = E + ������� (���(����� ����(E))) ∈ R� ×� .

(6)

After that, a two layer of feed-forward network (FFN) is utilized to increase the encoder capacity. Then, the latent
representation after self-attention based encoding is formulated as
C��� = Ẽ + ������� (� � � (����� ����( Ẽ))) ∈ R� ×� .

(7)

Besides, we insert a CLS token into the original input of (� 1, � 2, ..� � ) and then the corresponding vector of the
CLS token in C��� can also be regarded as the inal encoded vector representation of system exposure.
3.2.2 Decoder. Based on the encoded latent representation of system behavior, we propose two decoding
strategies to infer the privacy of user past behavior, namely point-wise decoding and sequence-wise decoding.
ACM Trans. Inf. Syst.
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More speciically, for sequence-wise decoding, we utilize three notable sequential models including GRU, LSTM,
and the attention-based transformer decoder.
Point-wise decoding. Point-wise decoding treats the inference as a multi-label classiication task with each past
interaction as a label. The decoder is composed of a fully-connected layer and the classiication probability can
be deined as
q = [� 1, � 2, ..� | I | ] = �� � ���� (� (W� c + b)) ∈ R | I | ,

(8)

where q denotes the classiication probability, � is the activation function, c is c���� , c��� or the CLS token
vector in C��� according to diferent encoding methods. W� ∈ R� × | I | and b ∈ R | I | are trainable parameters.
Then we use label smoothing regularization[17, 51] to generate the ground-truth label for the multi-label
classiication task. Label smoothing prevents the network from becoming over-conident. It encourages the
fully-connected layer to make a inite output and generalize better. Assume the ground-truth user behavior
sequence is ��� = (� 1, � 2, ..., � � ), the ground-truth probability after label smoothing is deined as
�� =

(

(1 − �)/�
�/(|I| − �)

if � ∈ ���
otherwise,

(9)

where � is a small constant.
Finally, the training loss function for point-wise decoding is formulated as

L (y, q) = −

|I|
︁

� � log� � .

(10)

�=1

Empirically, we found that label smoothing dramatically downgrade the risk of model overitting.
Sequence-wise decoding. Point-wise decoding doesn’t consider the sequential order of user past behaviors.
In this subsection, we describe the detail to use sequence-wise decoding to infer the user behavior privacy in a
reversed order (i.e., from the most recently � � to the earliest � 1 ). According to subsection 3.2.1, we have obtained
a latent representation for the system exposure data. We then use three diferent sequential models to perform
the inference, including GRU [8],LSTM [45], and the transformer decoder [52].
More precisely, during the training process, we process the user behavior sequence ��� = (� 1, � 2, ..., � � )
′
reversely and complement ��� with two special tokens as (< ����� >, � � , ..., � 2, � 1, < ��� >). Then we put ��� =
(< ����� >, � � , ..., � 2, � 1 ) as the input of the decoder and the output is shifted to (� � , ..., � 2, � 1, < ��� >). We use
Q ∈ R (�+1) × | I | to denote the output classiication probability of the decoder as
′

Q = ���������� (C, ��� ),

(11)

where ���������� represents the three diferent sequential models. C ∈ R� ×� is the stacked c���� , c��� or C���
according to diferent encoding methods. In the following, we briely introduce the three sequential decoding
models.
(1) LSTM-based decoder. LSTM is a famous sequence modeling neural network. We utilize the most common
LSTM unit which is composed of a cell, an input gate, an output gate and a forget gate. The cell can remember
values over arbitrary time intervals and the above three gates regulate the low of information into and out of the
cell[45]. More precisely, for each time step � (1 ≤ � ≤ � + 1), the output classiication probability q� ∈ R | I | from
ACM Trans. Inf. Syst.
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LSTM-based decoder is formulated as
i� =� (W� [h� −1 ; b� −1 ] + p� )

f� =� (W � [h� −1 ; b� −1 ] + p � )

g̃� =���ℎ(W� [h� −1 ; b� −1 ] + p� )

g� =i� ⊙ g̃� + f� ⊙ g� −1

(12)

o� =� (W� [h� −1 ; b� −1 ] + p� )

h� =o� ⊙ ���ℎ(g� )

q� =�� � ���� (� � � (h� )),

where b� −1 is the embedding of (�-1)-th item (i.e., �� −1 ) in the decoder. h� −1 denote the output hidden state of
(�-1)-th step. The it, ft, ot represent the three gates’ activation vector, respectively. g� and g̃� are cell state vectors.
W� , W � , W� , W� , p� , p � , p� , and p� are trainable parameters. Specially, at the irst training time step, the input b0
is the embedding of the special token < ����� >.
(2) GRU-based decoder. GRU is also a notable gating-based recurrent neural network. Compared with LSTM,
it’s relatively simpler with fewer parameters. For each time step � (1 ≤ � ≤ � + 1), the output classiication
probability q� ∈ R | I | from GRU-based decoder is formulated as
z� =� (W� [h� −1 ; b� −1 ] + p� )
r� =� (W� [h� −1 ; b� −1 ] + p� )

h̃� =���ℎ(Wℎ [r� ⊙ h� −1 ; b� −1 ] + pℎ )

(13)

h� =(1 − z� ) ⊙ h� −1 + z� ⊙ h̃�
q� =�� � ���� (� � � (h� )),

where b� −1 and h� −1 are similar to LSTM-based decoder. z� and r� represent the łupdate gatež vector and the
łreset gatež vector, respectively. W� , W� , Wℎ , p� , p� , and pℎ are learnable parameters. Similar with the LSTM-based
decoder, the input b0 is the embedding of the special token < ����� > at the irst training time step.
(3) Attention-based transformer decoder. We don’t elaborate the mathematical detail again since the attentionbased transformer decoder shares similar calculation with the attention-based encoding method. However, we
still need to claim the following diferences
• Unlike the encoder, position embeddings are introduced in the decoder to distinguish the order of user past
behaviors and introduce the sequential signals.
• Due to the nature of attacking user past behavior sequences, the model should consider only the last �
items when inferring the (�-1)-th item. As a result, a casual mask is introduced in the decoder to modify
the attention computation as masked multi-head attention.
Diferent with the point-wise decoding, in sequence-wise decoding we deine a cross-entropy loss for each
output position to perform the classiication. The inal loss function for sequence-wise decoding can be formulated
as
|I|
� ︁
︁
�� � log�� � ,
(14)
L (Q, Y) = −
�=1 �=1

where �� � and �� � are ground-truth probability and the (�, �)-th entry of the computed probability matrix Q
(i.e., the stack of q� ). Note that in the inference stage, we cannot obtain the ground-truth user behaviors like the
training process. As a result, we use the inference results of previous steps as the input for the next inference step.
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4 PRIVACY PROTECTION
In the previous section, we describe the attack model to infer user past behavior privacy from system exposure
data. Here we describe a two-stage protection mechanism which targets on alleviating the privacy risk. The
reason that user behavior can be inferred from system exposure data lies in the fact that the items exposed by the
system have inherent relationships with the previous interacted items of the user (e.g., similarity or sequential
connections). So a simple solution is to infuse random items as the noisy signal into the system exposure to
obfuscate the relationships. The key idea is similar with diferential privacy [49]. However the diference is
that existing diferential privacy-based methods add noise to the user data while our protection targeting on
introducing noise into the system exposure.
The proposed protection mechanism consists of two stages namely position selection and item replacement.
At the irst stage, we decide which exposure positions would be replaced using random-based or similarity-based
position selection method. After that, we utilize uniform-based or popularity-based replacement strategy to
sample items to replace the exposed items on corresponding selected positions. Fig.5 shows the illustration of the
protection mechanism.

4.1

Position Selection

At this stage, we design two methods: the random-based method and the similarity-based method to choose
which positions in the exposed item slates would be replaced, as shown in the left part of Fig. 5.
Random-based position selection. In this method, we randomly select positions of the exposed item slate
according to a uniform distribution. Given the exposed item slate ��� =(� 1, � 2, ..., � � ) and a replacement proportion
�. We randomly select � = ⌈� ∗ �⌉ positions as �={� 1, � 2, ..., �� }, where �� ≤ � .
Similarity-based position selection. The above random-based position selection could lead to a situation
that potential future interacted items are switched out and thus downgrades the recommendation accuracy. In
similarity-based position selection, we select positions according to the similarity between a speciic exposed item
and the overall slate representation (i.e., the representation center of all exposed items within a slate). Given the
exposed item slate ��� , we utilize the item embeddings obtained from the recommendation model(i.e., SASRec[28])
pre-trained using user historical behavior data and perform mean pooling to seize the mean efect of the user
historical behavior. The user behavior representation of user � is deined as
�

b� =

|� |
1 ︁ �
b ∈ R� .
|�� | �=1 �

(15)

Then we calculate the softmax cosine similarity between the above user behavior representation b� and each
exposed item e� as
� (�, �) = �� � ���� (

e� · b�
),
��� (∥e� ∥ 2 · ∥b� ∥ 2 , �)

(16)

where � (�, �) represents the probability similarity between e� and the user behavior, and � is a small constant.
Since b� denotes the overall user historical behavior representation, which can be further regarded as the user
preference, we thus believe that replacing dissimilar positions could help us to maintain a good recommendation
performance. As a result, we assign the probability of selecting a position to be replaced according to the value of
� (�, �) and positions with smaller � (�, �) are more likely to be replaced. Finally, we select � = ⌈� ∗ �⌉ positions
as �={� 1, � 2, ..., �� } according to the calculated similarity.
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Stage1: Position Selection

Stage2: Item Replacement

Exposure data

Random-based selection

Uniform-based
sampling

Similarity-based selection

Poplarity-based
sampling

Fig. 5. Privacy protection includes two stages: position selection and item replacement. Position selection decides which
exposure positions would be replaced using random-based or similarity-based strategies. Item replacement replaces the
exposed items on previously selected positions with uniform or popularity sampled items.

4.2

Item Replacement

After position selection, we investigate two item replacement strategies based on uniform exposure and popularity
exposure, as shown in the right part of Fig.5.
Uniform replacement. In this strategy, we randomly sample items from the whole item set according to
a uniform distribution to replace the exposed items of the system. For the selected positions �={� 1, � 2, ..., �� }
discussed in section 4.1, we uniformly sample a replacement item set {� � 1 , � � 2 , ..., � �� }. After that, the system
exposure data can be updated as
(
� � � ∼ � �� � (I) if � = � � ,
∗�
∗
∗
∗
∗
�� = (� 1 , .., � � , .., � � ), � � =
(17)
��
otherwise,
where � ≤ �. We take ��∗� as the input data for the trained attack model to perform a new attack inference to
verify how the replacement afect the attack model performance. Besides, the new recommendation accuracy can
be deined as
|� ∗� ∩ �� |
.
(18)
����∗ =
|� ∗� |

Obviously, the uniform replacement would also afect the recommendation accuracy.
Popularity replacement. In this strategy, we sample the replacement item set according to the item popularity.
Same as discussed before, given the exposed item slate ��� and the replacement proportion �, we select the
positions as �={� 1, � 2, ..., �� } as described in section 4.1. Then we sample a replacement item set {� � 1 , � � 2 , ..., � �� }
according to the item popularity. Here we adopt two kinds of popularity, the overall popularity and the in-batch
popularity. The overall popularity means that the popularity distribution is computed over all items while the
in-batch popularity means that the popularity is computed over the items in the current inference batch. Then,
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Table 2. Dataset statistics. The impressions can be seen as system
behavior data while the clicks can be regarded as the user behavior
privacy.

Dataset

Zhihu

MIND

#users
#items
#impressions
#clicks

7,963
64,573
1,000,026
271,725

94,057
34,376
8,584,442
347,727

the system exposure data can be updated as
(
� � � ∼ ��� (I) or ��� (I� )
∗
�� =
��

if � = � � ,
otherwise,

(19)

where � ≤ �, and I� denotes the item set in the batch. Similarly, we take ��∗� as the input data for the trained
attack model to perform a new attack inference to verify how the popularity-based replacement afect the attack
model performance and the recommendation accuracy.

5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct experiments to verify the user behavior privacy leakage risk in recommender systems2 .
We aim to answer the following experimental questions:
RQ1 How does the attack model perform? Whether there is a substantial user behavior leakage risk in recommender systems?
RQ2 How does the number of exposed items afect the attack performance? What’s the proper setting to conduct
the attack?
RQ3 How does the protection mechanism afect the attack performance and recommendation accuracy?

5.1

Dataset Description

The experiments were conducted on two real-world datasets Zhihu3 [16] and MIND4 [57]. Both of the two
datasets contain user behavior data (e.g., clicks) and system behavior data (e.g., exposed impressions). Table 2
summarizes the statistics of the two datasets.
Zhihu. This dataset is collected from a large-scale knowledge-acquisition platform. The original data contains
question information, answer information and the user proile. Here we focus on the answer recommendation
scenario. In the serving period of the recommender, a slate of answers (i.e., the items in our setting) are exposed
to the user. This can be seen as the system behavior data. The user may click some of the answers for more
detail information, which can be seen as the user behavior data. The dataset contains the show time and click
time of all answers (0 for non-click answers). More precisely, given a timestamp � and a user �, the � answer
clicks just before � are seen as the past user behavior privacy. The � system exposure impressions just following
the timestamp � are regarded as the input for the attack model. Finally, the dataset contains 1,000,026 system
2We

release our code at https://github.com/nancheng58/On-the-User-Behavior-Leakage-from-Recommender-System-Exposure

3 https://github.com/THUIR/Zhihu-Dataset
4 https://msnews.github.io/
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impressions and 271,725 user clicks over 64,573 items of 7,963 users. With the default setting of � = 5 and � = 10,
we can get a total of 213,172 pairs of [��� |��� ].
MIND. This dataset focuses on the news recommendation scenario, which is collected from the system logs of a
news website. The data we use contains 8,584,442 recommended impressions for 94,057 users over 34,376 news
with 347,727 total user clicks. Each impression log contains a slate of recommended news and historical user
click behaviors of this user before the impression. We sort the historical user clicks according to the timestamp.
Then the historical clicked news are regarded as the user behavior privacy and the news in the recommended
impressions are seen as the system behavior data. Finally, we can get a total of 291,595 pairs of [��� |��� ] with the
default setting of � = 5 and � = 10.

5.2

Evaluation Protocols

5.2.1 Atack evaluation. We adopt cross-validation to evaluate the performance of the attack model. The ratio of
training, validation, and test set is 8:1:1. We randomly sample the data of 80% users as the training set. Then the
data of 10% users is used for validation and the rest 10% users are regarded as the test users. Such user-based
data splits can efectively avoid the potential information shortcuts between training and test. For validation
and test, the evaluation is done by providing the attack model with item slates exposed by the system and then
checking the rank of the � ground-truth items in the inference results. We adopt Recall to evaluate the attack
performance. Let �˜ �� @� denote the top-� inference output of the attack model5 . Recall@� measures how many
ground-truth user behaviors are included in �˜ �� @�, which is formulated as
|�˜ �� @� ∩ ��� |
.
(20)
�
We then report the average Recall@� across the whole test user set as the inal results. Besides, we also report
normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) and mean reciprocal rank (MRR), which are weighted versions
of Recall assigning higher weights to the top-ranked positions of the inference result lists.
Recall@� =

5.2.2 Protection evaluation. To verify the efect of the proposed protection mechanism, we irst compute ��∗� for
user � in test users according to Eq.(17) or Eq.(19). Then we feed ��∗� to the pre-trained attack model to calculate
the new attack metrics (i.e., Recall, NDCG, and MRR). Besides, we also compute the new recommendation accuracy
for user � according to Eq.(18). Then we report the overall recommendation accuracy as the average of all users
in the test set.

5.3

Hyperparameter Setings

We conduct our experiments with a batch size of 400 pairs of system exposure data and user behavior data
(i.e.,[��� |��� ]). The sizes of ��� and ��� are set as � = 5 and � = 10, respectively without special mention. The
item embedding size is set as � = 128. We train all models with the Adam optimizer[31]. The learning rate is
set as 0.001. The dropout rate is tuned to 0.1. For attention-based encoding and transformer-based decoder, the
hyperparameters of the multi-head self-attention are set as 2 heads with a total of 128 hidden neurons. The
hidden size of the FFN is also set as 128. For LSTM-based decoder and GRU-based decoder, the depth of recurrent
layer is set to 1. We utilize the weight sharing technique [24, 41] to tie the weights of the encoder item embedding
and softmax layer item embedding in the decoder. For label smoothing, the � is set to the 1/|I|. Each experiment
is conducted 3 times and the average result is reported.
contains � × � items. For point-wise decoding, �˜ �
� @� is the top-(� × �) items of the inference results since point-wise decoding
doesn’t consider the sequential order of user behavior. For sequence-wise decoding, �˜ �
� @� is composed of the top-� items of all � inference
positions.
5 �˜ � @�
�
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Table 3. Atack performance with Point-wise decoding. Boldface denotes the highest score. Rec is short for Recall.
łMeanž, łMaxž, and łAtž denote three encoding strategies of mean-pooling, max-pooing and self-atention based
encoding, respectively.

Datasets Encoder Rec@5 NDCG@5 MRR@5 Rec@10 NDCG@10 MRR@10 Rec@20 NDCG@20 MRR@20
Zhihu

MIND

Mean
Max
Att
Mean
Max
Att

0.0673
0.0652
0.0737
0.3998
0.3984
0.3977

0.0403
0.0393
0.0439
0.2416
0.2406
0.2399

0.0315
0.0309
0.0342
0.1898
0.1889
0.1883

0.1282
0.1236
0.1364
0.6684
0.6631
0.6683

0.0597
0.0580
0.0640
0.3282
0.3259
0.3271

0.0394
0.0385
0.0424
0.2255
0.2241
0.2242

0.2372
0.2318
0.2493
0.8828
0.8762
0.8818

0.0870
0.0850
0.0922
0.3829
0.3804
0.3817

0.0467
0.0458
0.0500
0.2408
0.2394
0.2395

Table 4. Atack performance with LSTM-based decoders. Boldface denotes the highest score. Rec is short for Recall.
łMeanž, łMaxž, and łAtž denote three encoding strategies of mean-pooling, max-pooing and self-atention based
encoding, respectively.

Datasets Encoder Rec@5 NDCG@5 MRR@5 Rec@10 NDCG@10 MRR@10 Rec@20 NDCG@20 MRR@20
Zhihu

MIND

Mean
Max
Att
Mean
Max
Att

0.0916
0.1102
0.1198
0.5861
0.5657
0.5335

0.0579
0.0690
0.0744
0.3591
0.3435
0.3353

0.0470
0.0556
0.0596
0.2852
0.2711
0.2707

0.1634
0.1930
0.2063
0.8772
0.8719
0.8158

0.0809
0.0955
0.1021
0.4541
0.4432
0.4269

0.0563
0.0664
0.0709
0.3249
0.3127
0.3087

0.2868
0.3301
0.3495
0.9809
0.9837
0.9606

0.1118
0.1299
0.1380
0.4811
0.4724
0.4644

0.0647
0.0757
0.0806
0.3327
0.3212
0.3194

Table 5. Atack performance with GRU-based decoders. Boldface denotes the highest score. Rec is short for Recall.
łMeanž, łMaxž, and łAtž denote three encoding strategies of mean-pooling, max-pooing and self-atention based
encoding, respectively.

Datasets Encoder Rec@5 NDCG@5 MRR@5 Rec@10 NDCG@10 MRR@10 Rec@20 NDCG@20 MRR@20
Zhihu

MIND

5.4

Mean
Max
Att
Mean
Max
Att

0.0875
0.1009
0.0833
0.5384
0.5586
0.5414

0.0542
0.0628
0.0512
0.3265
0.3471
0.3415

0.0434
0.0504
0.0408
0.2575
0.2782
0.2763

0.1578
0.1792
0.1523
0.8429
0.8506
0.8110

0.0767
0.0878
0.0733
0.4255
0.4422
0.4291

0.0526
0.0606
0.0497
0.2987
0.3178
0.3126

0.2841
0.3114
0.2744
0.9739
0.9748
0.9561

0.1084
0.1210
0.1038
0.4596
0.4745
0.4665

0.0612
0.0695
0.0580
0.3086
0.3271
0.3233

Atack Performance (RQ1)

Table 3 show the attack performance with point-wise decoding on the two datasets. We can see that for point-wise
decoding, the self-attention based encoding achieves much better attack performance than mean-pooling and
max-pooling based encoding on the Zhihu dataset. While for the MIND dataset, the three diferent encoding
methods achieve similar attack performance.
The attack performance of the three sequence-wise decoding methods are shown in Table 4, Table 5, and
Table 6. We can see from Table 4 that for LSTM-based decoder, the self-attention based encoding achieves the
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Table 6. Atack performance with transformer decoders. Boldface denotes the highest score. Rec is short for Recall.
łMeanž, łMaxž, and łAtž denote three encoding strategies of mean-pooling, max-pooing and self-atention based
encoding, respectively.

Datasets Encoder Rec@5 NDCG@5 MRR@5 Rec@10 NDCG@10 MRR@10 Rec@20 NDCG@20 MRR@20
Zhihu

MIND

Mean
Max
Att
Mean
Max
Att

0.1453
0.1426
0.1344
0.5742
0.5758
0.5647

0.0946
0.0920
0.0850
0.3714
0.3729
0.3639

0780
0.0755
0.0699
0.3051
0.3066
0.2983

0.2359
0.2339
0.2293
0.8232
0.8208
0.8119

0.1235
0.1213
0.1161
0.4524
0.4526
0.4443

0.0898
0.0874
0.0822
0.3389
0.3398
0.3316

0.3748
0.3725
0.3721
0.9549
0.9519
0.9498

0.1585
0.1561
0.1520
0.4864
0.4864
0.4798

0.0992
0.0968
0.0919
0.3485
0.3494
0.3417

highest attack performance on the Zhihu dataset. While on the MIND dataset, the mean-pooling based encoding
achieves much better performance than max-pooling and self-attention based encoding. For GRU-based decoder
performance shown in Table 5, we can see that the max-pooling encoding performance is better than the other
two encoding methods on both the two datasets. The reason could be that the max-pooling encoding can select
the most important features for GRU-based decoder. Table 6 shows the attack results of the transformer decoder.
We can see that for the transformer decoder, the mean-pooling encoding achieves the best result on the Zhihu
dataset. On the MIND dataset, the max-pooling encoding achieves the highest attack performance.
Through the comparison between point-wise decoding (i.e., Table 3) and sequence-wise decoding (i.e., Table 4,
Table 5, and Table 6), we can see the sequence-wise decoding achieves much better performance than point-wise
decoding with the combination of all three encoders. Such results indicates that considering the sequential order
of user behaviours could further improve the attack model performance.
Regarding the encoding methods, we can see that on the Zhihu dataset, self-attention based encoding achieves
the best performance when using point-wise decoding and the LSTM-based decoder. While for the MIND dataset,
the mean-pooling encoding achieves the highest attack scores with point-wise decoding and the LSTM-based
decoder. It demonstrates that for diferent datasets, we should choose diferent encoders to conduct the attack.
Besides, we can see the compared with the powerful self-attention based encoding, the much simpler meanpooling and max-pooling can still achieve comparable and even better attack performance. It further demonstrate
the risk of privacy leakage since the attack can be performed without trivial and complex encoding methods.
Besides, we can see that the attack model performs much better on MIND other than Zhihu. The reason could
be that the Zhihu dataset comes from an answer recommendation scenario. Each answer has an underlying latent
question. As a result, the attack model could encounter diiculty to infer the change of underlying questions,
leading to relatively lower attack model performance than the MIND dataset.
Taking an overall look at the results of Table 3, Table 4, Table 5, and Table 6, we can see that on the Zhihu
dataset, the attack model can achieve the highest 23.59% recall in the top-10 list of the inference results. It indicates
a great danger that more than 20% of user privacy can be exactly inferred from top-10 attack results. Regarding
the MIND dataset, we can see that the privacy risk leakage further increases to the highest 87.72% recall@10 and
98.09% recall@20.
To validate this common risk in the recommendation, we don’t focus on the trivial model design and even
though utilizing the simple encoder-decoder architecture also can achieve great attack performance. The reason
is that exposure data includes enough information to infer the user’s historical behavior, even the mean-pooling
encoder can learn the representation of exposure data easily.
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Fig. 6. Atack performance with diferent � on Zhihu.
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Fig. 7. Atack performance with diferent � on MIND.

To conclude, we can see that there is substantial user privacy leakage in recommender systems. A large amount
of user past behavior privacy can be inferred from system exposure data through the simple encoder-decoder
based attack model.

5.5

Hyperparameter Study (RQ2)

In this subsection, we conduct experiments to see how the number of exposed items afect the attack model
performance. We illustrate the results when using the self-attention based encoding method. The results of the
other two encoding methods show the similar trend.
Fig. 6a, Fig. 6b, Fig. 6c, and Fig. 6d show the attack performance (Recall@10) of point-wise decoding, LSTMbased decoders, GRU-based decoders, and transformer decoders on Zhihu, respectively. We can see that when
using point-wise decoding, diferent exposed item numbers lead to similar attack performance. However, when
using sequence-wised decoding, the attack performance is much better and varies much more with diferent
� . The reason could be that the recommendation scenario of Zhihu is answer recommendation. Each answer
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Fig. 8. Efect of the protection mechanism with random-based position selection on Zhihu. L is the proportion of replacement.
Rec*, NDCG* and Acc* denote the new atack recall, new atack NDCG and new recommendation accuracy, respectively.

belongs to a latent question. Due to the fact that point-wise decoding doesn’t model the sequential order of user
behavior, so point-wise decoding cannot capture the change of underlying questions of the answers, leading to a
more lat and lower attack performance. However, the sequence-wise decoding performs the inference based on
the previous inference results; such a method could have some capability to learn the change of latent underlying
questions from the previous inference results. As a result, the sequence-wise decoding achieves a much higher
attack performance with the proper setting of � .
Fig. 7a, Fig. 7b, Fig. 7c, and Fig. 7d show the attack performance (Recall@10) of point-wise decoding and three
diferent sequence-wise decoding methods on the MIND dataset, correspondingly. We can see that on the news
recommendation dataset, both the point-wise decoding and sequence-wise decoding methods have more various
attack performance with the diferent setting of � .
Besides, we can see that on both datasets, the best attack performance is achieved when � = 10. This
observation indicates that with fewer exposed items, the attack model may not learn strong signals to infer user
behavior privacy. However, a too large number of exposed items could also introduce extra noise, which further
confuses the model and downgrades the attack performance. � = 10 could be a proper setting for the attack.

5.6

Efect of Protection (RQ3)

In this subsection, we conduct experiments to verify the efect of the protection mechanism. We show the attack
performance regarding recall and NDCG6 ; we also report the new recommendation accuracy. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9
illustrate the results with diferent item replacement ratios using random-based position selection at the irst
stage. The results using similarity-based position selection with diferent item replacement ratios are shown in Fig.
10, and Fig. 11. We can see that with the increase of the replacement proportion �, the attack performance drops
dramatically. Such observation demonstrates that random exposure can help to alleviate the user privacy leakage
risk. However, we can also see from Fig. 8c, Fig. 9c, Fig. 10c and Fig. 11c that the recommendation accuracy
decreases. It indicates a trade-of efect between the recommendation accuracy and the leakage risk. We can see
from Fig. 8 that random-based position selection method with uniform-based replacement mechanism alleviate
6 Results

of MRR show the same trend with NDCG.
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Fig. 9. Efect of the protection mechanism with random-based position selection on MIND. L is the proportion of replacement.
Rec*, NDCG* and Acc* denote the new atack recall, new atack NDCG and new recommendation accuracy, respectively.
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Fig. 10. Efect of the protection mechanism with similarity-based position selection on Zhihu. L is the proportion of
replacement. Rec*, NDCG* and Acc* denote the new atack recall, new atack NDCG and new recommendation accuracy,
respectively.

about 40% leakage risk while maintain about 80% recommendation accuracy when the setting of the replacement
ration � to 0.2 in the Zhihu dataset.
Given the fact that users would only click very few items in the exposed list, the designed similarity-based
position selection method, which can keep the items that the user would like to click and then replace the
other items with random or more diverse items, achieve better recommendation accuracy. We can see from the
comparison between Fig. 8c and Fig. 10c (also (Fig. 9c and Fig. 11c)) that compared with random-based position
selection method, the similarity-based selection method maintain higher recommendation accuracy with the
increase of the replacement ratio �, when using uniform-based item replacement.
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Fig. 11. Efect of the protection mechanism with similarity-based position selection on MIND. L is the proportion of
replacement. Rec*, NDCG* and Acc* denote the new atack recall, new atack NDCG and new recommendation accuracy,
respectively.
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Fig. 12. Efect of the similarity-based position selection protection mechanism with uniform-based item replacement on
Zhihu. L is the proportion of replacement. Rec*, NDCG* and Acc* denote the new atack recall, new atack NDCG and new
recommendation accuracy, respectively.

Besides, Fig. 12 and Fig.13 show the results of using similarity-based position selection at the irst stage and
uniform-based replacement at the second stage on two datasets. Diferent from the method of replacing the
dissimilar position items (i.e., similarity-based position selection method with uniform-based replacement in
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11), the similar position selection method selects positions with items matching well with user
preference. The results show that it can alleviate user privacy leakage risk at the cost of recommendation accuracy
degradation compared with replacing the dissimilar positions items. The reason could be that more similar
positions items reveal much more user behavior information.
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Fig. 13. Efect of the similarity-based position selection protection mechanism with uniform-based item replacement on
MIND. L is the proportion of replacement. Rec*, NDCG* and Acc* denote the new atack recall, new atack NDCG and new
recommendation accuracy, respectively.

Regarding the item replacement strategy, we can see that uniform-based replacement is the most efective one
to downgrade the attack performance while in-bath popularity replacement and overall popularity replacement
have the similar efect on attack performance. For the recommendation accuracy, in-batch popularity replacement
achieves the minimum accuracy sacriice.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have investigated the risk of user behavior privacy leakage in the ield of recommender systems.
We have focused on answering the question of whether the user past behavior privacy can be inferred from
system behavior data. We have conducted an attack model through an encoder-decoder architecture. We have
proposed to utilize three diferent encoding methods to encode the system exposure data. Thereafter, we have
presented the point-wise decoding and three sequence-wise decoders to infer user past behaviors from the
encoded representation. Experimental results on two real-world datasets have veriied a great danger of privacy
leakage in recommender systems. To alleviate the risk, we have proposed a two-stage protection mechanism
based on infusing random items into the exposed item sets. We irst select exposure positions based on random or
item similarity at the irst stage, and then replace exposed items on the corresponding positions with uniform or
popularity sampled items. Experimental results have demonstrated a trade-of efect between the recommendation
accuracy and the privacy leakage risk.
We hope that this work could raise more community concerns regarding the protection of recommender
system behavior data other than just focusing on user perspectives. Compared with the sparse user historical
behavior, the large volume of system exposure data receives relatively less research attention. This work have
proposed a new perspective regarding the attack and protection of the system behavior data.
Future work includes investigating more advanced encoding and decoding methods to conduct the attack.
Besides, the exposure data is highly afected by various kinds of biases (e.g., the popularity bias) so how to
conduct debiased attack model would also be a research direction. More importantly, one of the promising
future directions is the design of more advanced protection methods with little sacriice of the recommendation
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accuracy. Finally, exploring the relationship across the recommendation accuracy, the privacy leakage risk, and
the recommendation diversity or novelty would also be an interesting direction.
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